
A self exercises 
program for a neck 
pain patient - ① 

A self exercises 
step for a neck 
pain patient  

Exercises for strong neck 

Exclude a acute neck pain, and all chronic neck pain patients need various 
exercises for “strong neck”. 

Neck recognizes exercises to let surrounding muscle slacken strongly or 
soft easily so that a tension works, or a crowd protects neck to become. 

The exercises that 
increase flexibility 

Bend slowly forward 
after having taken out 
force to a head. 
Hold it for 6 seconds. 

Turn over slowly at the 
back after having taken out 
force to a head. 
Hold it for 6 seconds. 

The exercises that 
strengthen neck muscle 

Catch a topside of 
opposite side ear by hand, 
and pull it at the following 
and hold for 6 seconds. 
Repeat to right and left. 

Let a head turn far to 
one side. 
Repeat to right and 
left, and execute it. 

It conflicted and draws both hand 
behind a head, and a head gives 
force backward, and a hand give 
each other opposite force forward. 
Hold it for 6 seconds. 

Put a palm to a forehead, 
and the force subject 
pushes each other a palm 
and a forehead interactively. 
Hold it for 6 seconds. 

Put a palm side to a head, 
and pushes a palm and a 
head interactively. Hold it for 
6 seconds. Repeat right and 
left, and execute it 

Giving resistance to force to turn neck 
unfavorably ; Put one hand to cheeks 
and give force with each other 
opposite course and push a hand and 
cheeks. Hold it for 6 seconds. 

Just stood the body and catch the front 
of a chin in one by hand, pull a head 
with horizontal backward for about 2 
seconds. Repeat 10 to 20 times. 
Execute it in state without a pain. 

The exercises that increase 
flexibility? 

It designates the stretching which I 
lengthen muscle, and increase 
motion range of a joint. 
The exercises which stretching 
exercises is slowly, and gently for 
15-20 seconds is effective. 

Attention 

Must not let all exercises give 
force too forcibly and cause a 
neck pain, and within the limit that 
a pain isn't is effective. 
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The exercises which relieves 
a tension of neck 

Shrug a shoulder and hold in the 
state for 6 seconds and take out 
force slowly.  
And turn 20 to 30 times shoulders. 

Keep both shoulders 
backward for maximum 
stretch 6 seconds and 
take out force slowly. 

Stretch both arms to the side 
and turn a shoulder to front and 
back. (Repeat 20 to 30 times 
each diretion) 
Put a hand on a shoulder and 
bent an arm and turn a shoulder. 

The maximum stretches the 
right arm and puts an opposite 
shoulder side, and gently 
presses an elbow topside with 
the left hand.  
Hold it for 20 seconds and 
repeat 3 to 5 times.  

Stretch both arm horizontally 
and repeat a movement to front 
and back. (Repeat 20 to 30 
times) At this time the chin 
pulled it and executes it. 

Stretch both arm and pull a towel 
to a head topside, and lift both 
shoulders, and then right and left 
pull a towel alternately. 

A correct neck posture 

A correct posture means that the 
spine moves flexibly when a series 
of movement continue. 
A rigid posture lets rather you cause 
a neck muscular tension like 
frostbite. 

Five correct postures 

Just stand neck and a waist 
Stretch a trunk and a shoulder all 
during 
Pull a chin 
Put force in the abdomen and pull 
it. 
Pull buttocks forward. 
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